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(and N or chemical potential)



  

Trace: → huge integrals

→ huge sum

→ operators do not commute in general

→ we didn’t simplify



  

Simple functional of complicated function 

Complex functional of simple function 

Strategy!



  



  



  

Expectation value of a local one-body operator:



  

Expectation value of a local one-body operator:



  

Expectation value of a local one-body operator:

Only the density is needed!!!



  

DFT: not only 

…….but for all O:



  

Comparison:

* explicit functional known
* input complicated
* input difficult to calculate 
* functional difficult to evaluate

* explicit functional known
* input simple
* input known 
* functional difficult to evaluate

* explicit functional (often) unknown
* input simple
* input difficult to calculate
* functional difficult to evaluate?
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* explicit functional (often) unknown
* input simple
* input difficult to calculate
* functional difficult to evaluate?

O

To be fair: use variational energy functional

E

n

Do not need precise n to get good E

BUT: other O not variational → need good n → need good fctl E[n], so:

* explicit functional for O (often) unknown
* input simple, known how to calculate
* for this, energy functional also needed
* functional difficult to evaluate?



  

“DFT leads to efficient calculations…..”

Proposed reformulation:

“We hope that DFT helps us to find approximations 
                                                  that lead to efficient calculations…..”

“…...for n and/or E[n] …...and maybe other O[n]…..”

Note: Hartree helps
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Expectation value of the kinetic energy operator:



  

Expectation value of the kinetic energy operator:



  

Expectation value of the kinetic energy operator:



  

Expectation value of the kinetic energy operator:

Suggests RDMFT



s

Spectroscopy: have to describe transitions



Phase factor: excitation energy

Spectroscopy: have to describe transitions



Phase factor: excitation energy

For the transition amplitude

Spectroscopy: have to describe transitions



Phase factor: excitation energy

For the transition amplitude

Spectroscopy: have to describe transitions



Phase factor: excitation energy

For the transition amplitude

Spectroscopy: have to describe transitions

Spectroscopic observables are more easily expressed
as functionals of Green’s functions

          → GFFT



CI, QMC Density FunctionalsGreen's FunctionsGreen's Functions
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Simple expression for expectation values of 1-body operators...



Simple expression for expectation values of 1-body operators...

...and for the total energy (Galitskii-Migdal):

V. M. Galitskii and A. B. Migdal, “Application of quantum field theory methods to the
many body problem [translation: Soviet Phys. JETP 7, 96–104 (1958)],” Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz.
34:139–150, 1958.



Simple expression for expectation values of 1-body operators...

...and for the total energy (Galitzkii-Migdal):

Explicit, simple, but…...NOT variational!



Variational functional:

E

G
at gs G, GM=Klein

Klein

GM
Others possible, of course (e.g. LW)

A. Klein, “Perturbation theory for an infinite medium of fermions. II,” Phys. Rev. 121:950, 1961



Variational functional:

Remarks: →at solution flat, but not shown to be a minimum

→since variational, can evaluate e.g. with i.p. GF

→ still have to find xc functional

→ when GWA is used, KS GF yields DFT-RPA  

E

G
at gs G, GM=Klein

Klein

GM
Others possible, of course (e.g. LW)

A. Klein, “Perturbation theory for an infinite medium of fermions. II,” Phys. Rev. 121:950, 1961



Plays the role of xc potential.

Plays the role of KS equations 
(that can be formulated as Dyson eqs)
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Spectral function

From Damascelli et al., RMP 75, 473 (2003)



  

Comparison:

* explicit functional known
* input complicated
* input difficult to calculate 
* functional difficult to evaluate

* more explicit functionals known, including E and A
* input reasonably simple, known how to calculate
* for this, variational energy functional also needed
* functional difficult to evaluate 
                                          for other observables?

* explicit functional for O (often) unknown
* input simple, known how to calculate
* for this, energy functional also needed
* functional difficult to evaluate?
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* more explicit functionals known, including E and A
* input reasonably simple, known how to calculate
* for this, variational energy functional also needed
* functional difficult to evaluate for oter observables?

→ approximate E[G] or directly the self-energy 

→ from this, calculate G (or find G from elsewhere)

→ if needed, approximate the functional expression 

→ evalulate              at the correct G



  

* more explicit functionals known, including E and A
* input reasonably simple, known how to calculate
* for this, variational energy functional also needed
* functional difficult to evaluate?

→ approximate E[G] or directly the self-energy 

→ from this, calculate G (or find G from elsewhere)

→ if needed, approximate the functional expression 

→ evalulate              at the correct G

Note:  the              that we know explicitly are all linear in G  



  

→ what is really our task?
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→ if needed, approximate the functional expression 

→ evalulate              at the correct G



  

→ what is really our task?

→ approximate E[G] or directly the self-energy 

→ from this, calculate G (or find G from elsewhere)

→ if needed, approximate the functional expression 
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→ Only simple approximations are useful. 
    We know the exact results already. 



  

→ what is really our task?

→ approximate E[G] or directly the self-energy 

→ from this, calculate G (or find G from elsewhere)

→ if needed, approximate the functional expression 

→ evalulate              at the correct G

→ Only simple approximations are useful. Holds for all MB theories. 
    We know the exact results already. 



  

→ what is really our task?

→ approximate E[G] or directly the self-energy 

→ from this, calculate G (or find G from elsewhere)

→ if needed, approximate the functional expression 

→ evalulate              at the correct G

→ Only simple approximations are useful. 
    We know the exact results already.

Note:   “DFT is computationally simple”
             …...only because of the simple approximations  
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My favorite approximation strategies:

→ Use of exact constraints

→ Use of generating functional equations

→ Perturbation Theory, starting from a…….

→ ………..model
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Use of exact constraints daily bread in DFT, see e.g.

 “strongly constrained and appropriately  normed”  (SCAN) meta-GGA
(17 exact constraints!)
Sun, J., Ruzsinszky, A., and Perdew, J.P.,PRL 115, 036402 (2015).

Less so, I would say, in GFFT 
(with exceptions, of course, e.g. Y. Takada PRL 87, 226402 (2001). 
 



  

But one often used constraint: symmetries → conservation laws 
(particle number, total momentum,  total angular momentum, total energy) 

, with xc functional built following diagrammatic rules,
          leads to fulfillment of conservation laws.  



  

But one often used constraint: symmetries → conservation laws 
(particle number, total momentum,  total angular momentum, total energy) 

, with xc functional built following diagrammatic rules,
          leads to fulfillment of conservation laws.  

Problem: beyond the first order approximations, these approx violate other exact constraints
                                    → they may give negative spectral functions  

G. Stefanucci, Y. Pavlyukh, A.-M. Uimonen, and R. van Leeuwen, “Diagrammatic expan-
sion for positive spectral functions beyond GW: Application to vertex corrections in the
electron gas,” Phys. Rev. B 90:115134, 2014, and later work.



  

But one often used constraint: symmetries → conservation laws 
(particle number, total momentum,  total angular momentum, total energy) 

, with xc functional built following diagrammatic rules,
          leads to fulfillment of conservation laws.  

Problem: beyond the first order approximations, these approx violate other exact constraints
                                    → they may give negative spectral functions  

→ You must choose what is the most important physics for your application  

G. Stefanucci, Y. Pavlyukh, A.-M. Uimonen, and R. van Leeuwen, “Diagrammatic expan-
sion for positive spectral functions beyond GW: Application to vertex corrections in the
electron gas,” Phys. Rev. B 90:115134, 2014.

A. D. Jackson and R. A. Smith, “High cost of consistency in Green’s-function expansions,”
Phys. Rev. A 36:2517–2518, 1987.
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Giovanna Lani, Pina Romaniello, Arjan Berger, Matteo Guzzo, Adrian Stan,
Lorenzo Sponza, Christine Giorgetti, Matteo Gatti, Walter Tarantino, 
Bernardo Mendoza, J. Sky Zhou, Marilena Tzavala, Stefano Di Sabatino, 
Pierluigi Cudazzo, John Rehr, Joshua Kas

From EoM and generating functional

L. P. Kadanoff and G. Baym, Quantum Statistical Mechanics, W. A. Benjamin, New York,
1964

 J. Schwinger, PNAS. 37: 452 (1951)

Note: for DFT and RDMFT, see R. Fukuda et al., Progress of Theoetical Physics 92, 833 (1994)

R.M. Martin, L. Reining, D.M. Ceperley, “Interacting Electrons:Theory and Computational Approaches”, 
Cambridge (2016)



→ Change off-diagonals: cannot be “GF” 

→ Even for a non-interacting GF,
which energies and wavefunctions belong to a local potential?  

Why not solve it with an ansatz?

But: additional difficulty with interacting Green’s functions: what is a Green’s function?

→ problem to define the domain

 



Common approximations 

Fock self-energy (u → 0)



Common approximations 

GW approx. (u → 0)



Common approximations 

G0 S G
Dyson equation: approximate S

Hedin's equations  
L. Hedin, “New method for calculating the one-particle Green’s function with application to
the electron-gas problem,” Phys. Rev. 139:A796–823, 1965



Can be solved exactly in linear response and for the case of isolated orbital

indep. of u
cl



Can be solved exactly in linear response and for the case of isolated orbital

indep. of u
cl

Functional of S
GW



Sodium: Aryasetiawan et al., PRL 77, 1996

Silicon: Kheifets et al., PRB 68, 2003

In DMFT context: Casula, Rubtsov, Biermann, PRB 85, 035115 (2012)

Here: → the first in a series of approximations
→ link to GW
→ prescription for ingredients

→ Cumulant expansion in bosons    



Valence
bands

Satellites

EXPO

M. Guzzo et al., PRL 107, 166401 (2011) in collab. with J. Kas and J. Rehr, M. Silly and F. Sirotti

Kheifets et al., PRB 68, 2003
Lischner et al. PRL 110 (2013)
Caruso et al., PRL 114 (2015)

→ The one-body spectral function of silicon





Isolated orbital: 
Marilena Tzavala et al., “Nonlinear response in the cumulant expansion 
for core-level photoemission”,
Phys. Rev. Research 2, 033147 (2020)



Isolated orbital: 
Marilena Tzavala et al., “Nonlinear response in the cumulant expansion 
for core-level photoemission”,
Phys. Rev. Research 2, 033147 (2020)
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Iteration → perturbation series

* in v or W or whatsoever you want  (there is not THE perturbation expansion)

            



  

Iteration → perturbation series

* in v or W or whatsoever you want  (there is not THE perturbation expansion)

* how good is PT? Problems?

            



Model to understand behavior

Giovanna Lani, Pina Romaniello, Lucia Reining, New Journal of Physics 14 (2012) 013056
Arjan Berger et al., New Journal of Physics  16 (2014) 113025
Adrian Stan et al., New Journal of Physics 17 (2015) 093045
Walter Tarantino et al 2018 J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 135602
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Adrian Stan et al., New Journal of Physics 17 (2015) 093045
Walter Tarantino et al 2018 J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 135602



Model to understand behavior

Giovanna Lani, Pina Romaniello, Lucia Reining, New Journal of Physics 14 (2012) 013056
Arjan Berger et al., New Journal of Physics  16 (2014) 113025
Adrian Stan et al., New Journal of Physics 17 (2015) 093045
Walter Tarantino et al 2018 J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 135602



→ Multiple solutions. Good one? What are the others?



→ Multiple solutions. Good one? What are the others?



* Asymptotic expansion of error function
* Assume C Taylor expandable C = 0

“Physical solution”:

Yields perturbation expansion

→ Multiple solutions. Good one? What are the others?



Model to understand behavior

Walter Tarantino et al 2018 J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 135602



Model to understand behavior

Asymptotic convergence



W. Tarantino et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 (2018) 135602 

Model to understand behavior

Expansion in screened interaction



W. Tarantino et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 (2018) 135602 

Model to understand behavior

Expansion in screened interaction



W. Tarantino et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 (2018) 135602 

Model to understand behavior

Expansion in screened interaction

RPA-like (to be interpreted in full problem) interaction seems good choice



  

Iteration → perturbation series

* in v or W or whatsoever you want

* this is a perturbation series for G. Could also decide to iterate for self-energy:



From the EoM................

…...........and the definition of S

Derive the differential equation for the self-energy: 

with

→ This creates the functional(s)  S(G)! How many?  



→ Full problem: even more solutions since

→ How to specify the conditions “continuity” and “fctl derivative”?  

→ Parametrize “good G's”........domain?

→ Multiple solutions. Good one? What are the others?



→ From S[G0] to S
b
[G]: is bold perturbation theory valid?

G[G
0
,W]

S = = = S[G
0
,W]

S = = = S'[G,W]



→ From S[G0] to S
b
[G]: is bold perturbation theory valid?

G[G
0
,W]

S = = = S[G
0
,W]

S = = = S'[G,W]

J. M. Luttinger and J. C. Ward, Phys. Rev. 118, 1417 (1960)



→ From S[G0] to S
b
[G]: is bold perturbation theory valid?

G[G
0
,W]

S = = = S[G
0
,W]

S = = = S'[G,W]

J. M. Luttinger and J. C. Ward, Phys. Rev. 118, 1417 (1960)

We express our final result in terms of the final result

→ non-linear equations



→ From S[G0] to S
b
[G]: is bold perturbation theory valid?

G[G
0
,W]

S = = = S[G
0
,W]

S = = = S'[G,W]

J. M. Luttinger and J. C. Ward, Phys. Rev. 118, 1417 (1960)

We express our final result in terms of the final result

→ non-linear equations

Implicitly: S = = = S[G
0
,W] = S = = = S[G

0
[G],W] = S'[G,W]  



→ From S[G0] to S
b
[G]: is bold perturbation theory valid?

G[G
0
,W]

S = = = S[G
0
,W]

S = = = S'[G,W]

J. M. Luttinger and J. C. Ward, Phys. Rev. 118, 1417 (1960)

We express our final result in terms of the final result

→ non-linear equations

Implicitly: S = = = S[G
0
,W] = S = = = S[G

0
[G],W] = S'[G,W]  



Skeleton series OK in weak interaction regime
Complementary series from second solution in large interaction regime

Kozik E, Ferrero M and Georges A 
2015 Phys. Rev. Lett. 114 156402,
Nonexistence of the Luttinger-Ward Functional 
and Misleading Convergence of Skeleton 
Diagrammatic Series for Hubbard-Like Models

Adrian Stan et al., 
New Journal of Physics 17 (2015) 093045

See also Tarantino et al.,Self-consistent Dyson equation and self-energy functionals: An analysis and 
illustration on the example of the Hubbard atom, PRB  96, 045124 (2017)
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→ PT = expansion around non-interacting system 



  

→ PT = expansion around non-interacting system

→ We often tune the starting model: e.g. using Kohn-Sham starting point
 



  

→ PT = expansion around non-interacting system

→ We often tune the starting model: e.g. using Kohn-Sham starting point

→ Could one tune the starting model so much that PT is no longer necessary?

          which means, O(0) is perfect: the model replaces the real system.
 



  

→ PT = expansion around non-interacting system

→ We often tune the starting model: e.g. using Kohn-Sham starting point

→ Could one tune the starting model so much that PT is no longer necessary?

          which means, O(0) is perfect: the model replaces the real system.
 

You don’t like this. But let us again learn from DFT.



Simple functional of very complex function

Very complex functional of simple function

1. auxiliary system with xc potential → n(r)

2. “take xc energy, potential from somewhere else”

LDA:

Kohn-Sham DFT strategy:

Moreover, n(r) not known a priori…..



Simple functional of very complex function

Very complex functional of simple function

1. auxiliary system with xc potential → n(r)

2. “take xc energy, potential from somewhere else”

LDA:

Kohn-Sham DFT strategy:

Moreover, n(r) not known a priori…..



2. LDA:  Do an advanced (QMC) calculation in the HEGs
                    
  -  but do it only once and forever, and for everyone!

Why is this good?

D. M. Ceperley and B. J. Alder
Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 566 (1980)

1. Kohn-Sham system: have to approximate only one compact object



Starting from the LDA: 

               * expand, see e.g. Kohn, W.; Sham, L. J. Phys. Rev. 1965, 140, A1133–A1138,
                                             Palummo, M., et al. Phys. Rev. B 1999, 60, 11329–11335



Starting from the LDA: 

               * expand, see e.g. Kohn, W.; Sham, L. J. Phys. Rev. 1965, 140, A1133–A1138,
                                             Palummo, M., et al. Phys. Rev. B 1999, 60, 11329–11335

               * do better, see e.g………….



W. Kohn and L. J. Sham, Phys. Rev. 140, A1133 (1965);
 E. Fermi, Rend. Accad. Naz. Lincei 6, 602 (1927); L. Thomas, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 33, 542 (1927); S.-K. Ma 
and K. A. Brueckner, Phys. Rev. 165, 18 (1968); S. H. Vosko, L. Wilk, and M. Nusair, Can. J. Phys. 58, 1200 (1980);  
O. Gunnarsson, M. Jonson, and B. Lundqvist, Solid State Commun. 24, 765 (1977); J. A.  Alonso and L. Girifalco, 
Solid State Commun. 24, 135 (1977); J. A. Alonso and L. A. Girifalco, Phys. Rev. B 17, 3735 (1978); O. Gunnarsson, 
M. Jonson, and B. I. Lundqvist, Phys. Rev. B 20, 3136 (1979); O. Gunnarsson and R. Jones, Phys. Scr. 21, 394 
(1980); R. Cuevas-Saavedra, D. Chakraborty, S. Rabi, C. Crdenas, and P. W. Ayers, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 8, 
4081 (2012); D. C. Langreth and J. P. Perdew, Phys. Rev. B 21, 5469 (1980); J. P. Perdew and W. Yue, Phys. Rev. B 
33, 8800 (1986); J. P. Perdew, K. Burke, and M. Ernzerhof, Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 3865 (1996); J. P. Perdew, S. Kurth, 
A. Zupan, and P. Blaha, Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 2544 (1999); J. P. Perdew, A. Ruzsinszky, G. I. Csonka, O. A. Vydrov, G. 
E. Scuseria, L. A. Constantin, X. Zhou, and K. Burke, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 136406 (2008);  J. Sun, A. Ruzsinszky, 
and J. P. Perdew, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 036402 (2015);  J. F. Dobson, in Electronic Density Functional Theory, Recent 
Progress and New Directions, edited by J. F. Dobson, G. Vignale, and M. P. Das (Springer, Boston, MA,New York, 
1998) pp. 261–284.J. Jung, P. Garcıa-Gonzalez, J. F. Dobson, and R. W. Godby, Phys. Rev. B 70, 205107 (2004); P. 
Garcıa-Gonzalez, J. E. Alvarellos, and E. Chacon, Phys. Rev. A 54, 1897 (1996); T. Olsen and K. S. Thygesen, Phys. 
Rev. B 86, 081103 (2012); T. Olsen and K. S. Thygesen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 203001 (2014); C. E. Patrick and K. S. 
Thygesen, J. Chem. Phys. 143, 102802 (2015); P. S. Schmidt, C. E. Patrick, and K. S. Thygesen, Phys. Rev. B 96, 
205206 (2017); D. Lu, J. Chem. Phys. 140, 18A520 (2014); G. Vignale and M. Rasolt, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 2360 
(1987); A. Zangwill and P. Soven, Phys. Rev. A 21, 1561 (1980); E. K. U. Gross and W. Kohn, Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 
2850 (1985); J. F. Dobson, M. J. Buenner, and E. K. U. Gross, Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 1905 (1997); T. K. Ng, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 62, 2417 (1989); G. Vignale and W. Kohn, Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 2037 (1996); G. Vignale, C. A. Ullrich, and S. 
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Starting from the LDA: 

               * expand, see e.g. Kohn, W.; Sham, L. J. Phys. Rev. 1965, 140, A1133–A1138,
                                             Palummo, M., et al. Phys. Rev. B 1999, 60, 11329–11335

               * do better, see e.g………….

               * exactify & approximation strategy: Connector Theory 
                            Marco Vanzini et al., arXiv:1903.07930v3, 
                      Ayoub Aouina, Matteo Gatti, Lucia Reining, Faraday Discussions 224, 27 (2020) 
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W. Kohn, Phys. Rev. Lett., 1996, 76, 3168–3171.
21 E. Prodan and W. Kohn, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A., 2005, 102, 11635–11638.



1. auxiliary system with xc potential → n(r)

2. “take xc energy, potential from somewhere else”

LDA:

Kohn-Sham DFT approximation strategy:

→ we use a model to simulate the real system

→ we use a different model to simulate the real system in each point

→ the approximation is based on Walter Kohn’s concept of nearsightedness

→ Can we use nearsightedness in GFFT?
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What is nearsightedness in GFFT?

Around some average point? At which frequency? Or for each time difference?

Note: we are in a static system, this is not a question of making an adiabatic approx.  



The answer of DMFT (or Spectral Density Functional Theory)

 A. Georges et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 68, 13 (1996)

 S. Y. Savrasov and G. Kotliar, Phys. Rev. B 69, 245101
(2004), and references therein
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Target:
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Matteo Gatti, et al.,
M Vanzini, et al.,
Faraday Discussions 224, 424-447 (2020)
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The answer of DMFT (or Spectral Density Functional Theory)

Site/orbital basis

Target:

(in full Dyson eq.)

LDA Single-site DMFT

Note: in HEG, interacting and non-interacting density are the same.
          In the AIM, interacting and non-interacting spectral functions are not the same!!!

Aux. pot.

Nearsightedness approx.



Beyond the fox and the grapes……….

For 1 electron: 

More in general, we may expect that  

depends essentially on 

Generalized nearsightedness…….needs model that is not local and not homogeneous.

                                               To be explored 

See A. Aouina et al., Faraday Discussions 224, 27 (2020).
More generally, inhomogeneous model systems, e.g. 
P-F Loos et al., J. Chem Phys. 140, 18A524 (2014) and 146, 114108 (2017)
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Could do more, e.g. Koopmans’ , ….
Can go further

Diagram. MC will show us more limits → improve

More flexible models, also more flexible interaction


